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SUMMARY
In September 2006, the Council of Europe adopted a recommendation on seal hunting inviting
member and observer states to ban all cruel seal hunting methods and to prohibit the stunning
of animals with instruments such as hakapiks, bludgeons and guns. A written declaration was
then adopted by the European Parliament requesting the Commission to draft a regulation to
ban the import, export and sale of all harp and hooded seal products, whilst ensuring that this
measure would not have an impact on traditional hunting (e.g. Inuit). The Commission
undertook to make an assessment of the animal welfare aspects of the killing and skinning of
seals and asked EFSA to issue a scientific opinion on this matter as well as to assess the most
appropriate killing methods which reduce unnecessary pain, distress and suffering.
EFSA’s Scientific Opinion was adopted by the Scientific Panel on Animal Health and Welfare
(AHAW) on 6 December 2007. The Opinion critically evaluated the available evidence but
little robust information was found that could be considered scientifically valid, robust and
objective, and that had not been obtained without some form of bias, or there was a lack of
independent verification. Nevertheless, it was possible to look objectively at the different
methods used, their inherent advantages and disadvantages, their use in practice, and to draw
some conclusions and recommendations. Ethical, social, cultural, economic and some relevant
management aspects do not form part of this opinion (as they are outside EFSA’s remit).
A stakeholders’ consultation meeting was organised by EFSA on 4 October 2007 in Parma
(Italy) to give an opportunity to interested parties to provide relevant scientific information and
data. Twenty-five stakeholder organizations attended the meeting and the information provided
was considered when drawing up the Scientific Opinion. In addition, following a general
request for input to the EFSA Advisory Forum (AF Meeting, Berlin, 19 April 2007), the
Norwegian Scientific Committee for Food Safety adopted a Scientific Opinion on the animal
welfare aspects of the killing and skinning of seals in the Norwegian hunt, which was taken
into consideration in EFSA’s Scientific Opinion.
Seal hunting (killing and skinning) is commonly carried out around the Arctic, and in southern
Africa. Around 750,000 seals of at least fifteen species are killed and skinned by humans for
commercial purposes each year with Canada, Greenland and Namibia accounting for
approximately 60% of all seals killed in 2006. The degree to which seal hunts are regulated by
law and monitored by observers varies in different countries and range states. Moreover,
reference to welfare aspects of killing of seals is not included in all current regulations. The
killing of seals can be compared with the killing of wild, domesticated and captive animals; and
the criteria used to assess whether or not the killing methods are humane could be similar.
However, no equivalent data to that obtained in the abattoir are available for seals (e.g. time to
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loss of consciousness, monitoring points for unconsciousness that can be applied in the field).
In practice, and in terms of welfare, the effectiveness of the killing methods used for seals vary
according to the methods used, the skill of the operators, and the environmental conditions.
The Scientific Opinion concluded that seals are sentient mammals that can experience pain,
distress, fear and other forms of suffering. It is pointed out that there are only a very limited
number of studies published in peer-reviewed journals that can be used to evaluate, with a high
degree of certainty, the efficacy of the various killing methods employed in different seal hunts
around the world. Other studies (e.g. by NGOs, industry linked groups) that highlight serious
deficiencies and concerns in the hunts, may contain potentially unproven serious biases (see
Chapter 4). In relation to the killing methods, it was concluded that many seals can be, and are,
killed rapidly and effectively without causing avoidable pain, distress, fear and other forms of
suffering, using a variety of methods that aim to destroy sensory brain functions. However,
there is strong evidence that, in practice, effective killing does not always occur but the degree
to which it does not happen has been difficult to assess, partly because of a lack of objective
data and partly because of the genuine differences in interpretation of the available data. When
seals are hit or shot, but are not dead, they may have to be hit or shot again or may they be
moved or skinned whilst conscious, resulting in avoidable pain, distress, fear and other forms
of suffering. In addition, seals may be struck and lost with injuries that may cause suffering and
affect their survival in the wild. If seals are dead, or have been bled-out after adequate stunning
from which they do not recover consciousness, then skinning is not a welfare problem. In terms
of monitoring each seal to ensure death or unconsciousness before bleeding-out it was
concluded that it is not always carried out effectively, and that this will lead to seals feeling the
skinning cuts before loss of consciousness and death due to bleeding-out. It was also concluded
that bleeding-out stunned seals to ensure death is frequently not carried out in some hunts.
Some methods of killing seals are inhumane e.g. trapping seals underwater until they die, and
should not be used. Seal hunts that involve herding before slaughter can cause fear and other
forms of suffering in addition to any avoidable pain at the time of killing. Seals that are herded
but are not targeted to be killed may suffer fear and, if the suckling young are separated from
their nursing dams, they may also experience hunger until they are reconnected.
Seals should be protected from acts that cause them avoidable pain, distress, fear and other
forms of suffering. Death or irreversible unconsciousness should be rapidly ensured after an
attempt at killing or stunning by effective monitoring, and before bleeding-out and skinning are
started. Observing the extent of brain injury, the presence or absence of responses such as the
corneal (blink) reflexes, body movements, as well as palpation of the skull could be used for
assessing and monitoring effective destruction of the brain. However, the presence of an intact
skull would not necessarily mean that the animal had not been rendered unconscious or was
dead and, conversely, a partial fracture could be compatible with consciousness and sensibility.
Furthermore, some body movements may be voluntary or involuntary and can occur in dead or
unconscious as well as conscious animals. Therefore, the establishment of reliable, practical
and enforceable criteria to ensure that the degree of brain damage is such that an animal is
irreversibly insensible or dead need to be found. In some countries training of sealers is
mandatory and only hunters who pass a shooting proficiency test are allowed to kill seals.
However, little information recorded by independent observers exists on the effectiveness of
the training programmes, as well as on ways in which hunts can be monitored using criteria
that define avoidable pain, distress and fear. As a way to help ensure the humane killing of
seals, the ‘three-step’ method of effective hitting/shooting, effective monitoring, and effective
bleeding-out, as well as a fourth step of effective implementation should be recommended.
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